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Abstract 

PURPOSE:To attain reading at a density in matching with the utility condition of the user by selectively 
outputting an output signal from each photo cell. 
CONSTITUTION:The integrated circuit is provided with a shift register group 4 applying on/off control to 
channel select switches 3a-3l sequentially matching with the period of a clock pulse to output a current 
from each of photocells 1 a-11 through common signal lines 7a,7b from a picture signal output terminal 11 
and a current outputted from the photocells 1a-1l to the picture signal output terminal 11 to output 
selectively and switchingly the current to the picture signal output terminal 11 thereby controlling a read 
density by allowing an analog switch 10a to receive a control signal inputted externally. 
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PURPOSE: To attain reading at a density in matching with the utility 
condition of the user by selectively outputting an output signal from 
each photo cell. 
CONSTITUTION: The integrated circuit is provided with a shift 
register group 4 applying on/off control to channel select switches 
3a-3l sequentially matching with the period of a clock pulse to 
output a current from each of photocells 1a-11 through common 
signal lines 7a,7b from a picture signal output terminal 11 and a 
current outputted from the photocells 1 a—11 to the picture signal 
output terminal 11 to output selectively and switchingly the current 
to the picture signal output terminal 11 thereby controlling a read 
density by allowing an analog switch 10a to receive a control signal 
inputted externally. 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely. 
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 
[Claim 1] Two or more photo cells which will output a current if light is detected, and the channel select switch 
connected to the current-output section of each above-mentjoned photo cell, respectively, That it is started by the 
start signal and the current which each above-mentioned photo cell outputs should be outputted from a picture 
signal output terminal through a signal line common to sequential In the integrated circuit for contact type image 
sensors which consists each above-mentioned channel select switch of ON and a shift register group which carries 
out off control according to the period of a clock pulse one by one The integrated circuit for contact type image 
sensors characterized by forming the analog switch which changes selectively the current outputted to the above- 
mentioned picture signal output terminal from the above-mentioned photo cell in response to the control signal 
inputted from the outside, outputs it, and controls a reading consistency. 

[Translation done.] 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely. 
2.###* shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 
[0001] 
[Industrial Application] This invention reads image information and relates to the integrated circuit for contact type 
image sensors used as the reading section of the facsimile apparatus changed and transmitted to an electrical 
signal. 
[0002] 
[Description of the Prior Art] Drawing 3 is the circuit diagram showing the conventional integrated circuit for 
contact type image sensors (henceforth Sensor IC), and is set to drawing. Photo cells, such as a photo transistor 
which will output a current (picture signal) if 1a-1e detect light, The power-source input terminal into which 2 inputs 
supply voltage VDD, the channel select switch by which 3a-3e were connected to the current-output section of 
each photo cells 1a-1e, respectively, 4 is sequential (in this example) about the picture signal which a start pulse SI 
(start signal) starts and each photo cells 1a-1e output It is sequential (in this example) about each channel select 
switches 3a-3e that it should output from the picture signal output terminal 11 through the signal line 7 common to 
the order of 1a->1b->1c->1d->1e. It doubles with the period of the order clock pulse CLK of 3a->3b->3c->3d->3e. 
ON, the shift register group which carries out off control, The start pulse input terminal into which a shift register is 
inputted into 4a-4f, and 5 inputs a start pulse SI, and 6 are clock pulse input terminals which input a clock pulse 
CLK. 
[0003] After 8 is started by the start pulse SI, its shift register group 4 is working (after shift register 4a inputs a 
start pulse SI). The flip-flop which outputs the signal of "H" level continuously until the start pulse SI is outputted 
from shift register 4f, When 9 is inserted on a signal line 7 and the signal of "H" level is received from a flip—flop, the 
chip select switch which will be in an open condition, and 10 are switches which are connected between a signal line 
7 and the grand terminal 12, and repeat closing motion according to level change of a clock pulse CLK. 
[0004] Next, actuation is explained. First, a start pulse SI and a clock pulse CLK are supplied to the shift register 
group 4 through the start pulse input terminal 5 and the clock pulse input terminal 6, respectively from the outside. 
Here, a start pulse SI is twice the period of a clock pulse CLK, and is incorporated by shift register 4a of the shift 
register group 4 by the falling edge of a clock pulse CLK. 
[0005] Next, by having incorporated the start pulse SI, shift register 4a is started, consequently shift register 4a 
makes channel select switch 3a a closed state only for the time amount for a round term of a clock pulse CLK. 
While making by this the picture signal which photo-cell 1a outputs output from the picture signal output terminal 11 
through a signal line 7 and returning the channel select switch 3a to an open condition after that, the incorporated 
start pulse SI is transmitted to shift register 4b. 
[0006] Therefore, since the start pulse SI is incorporated in order of shift register 4b->4c->4d->4e, the picture 
signal of photo cells 1b-1e will be taken out from the picture signal output terminal 11 one by one. Moreover, it is 
outputted as a start pulse SI of the sensor IC of the next step through a terminal 13 from shift register 4f. 
[0007] 
[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Since the conventional sensor IC was constituted as mentioned above, 
each photo cells 1a-1e have repeated sequential ON and OFF serially, and there was a trouble of reading according 
to utilization conditions and changing a consistency having to change a consistency in software in the phase of 
being unable to do on this sensor IC but performing an image processing. 
[0008] This invention was made in order to cancel the above troubles, and it aims at the thing with possible reading 
of the consistency doubled with a user's utilization conditions to acquire for Sensor IC by controlling the output 
signal from a photo cell using the control signal inputted from the outside. 
[0009] 
[Means for Solving the Problem] That the sensor IC concerning this invention is started by the start signal, and the 
current which each photo cell outputs should be outputted from a picture signal output terminal through a signal line 
common to sequential By setting each channel select switch by the period of a clock pulse one by one, having ON 
and the shift register group which carries out off control, and receiving the control signal into which an analog 
switch is inputted from the outside From the above-mentioned photo cell, the current outputted to the above- 
mentioned picture signal output terminal is changed selectively, and is outputted, and it is made to make a reading 
consistency control. 
[0010] 
[Function] The analog switch in this invention makes the full power signal or the thinned-out output signal of each 

http://www4.ipdl.jpo.go jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgLejje 2004/04/14 
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photo cell which receives a control signal output selectively, and makes possible image reading by the consistency 
doubled with a user's utilization conditions. 
[0011] 
[Example] Hereafter, one example of this invention is explained about drawing. In drawing..! , an AND gate and 21a- 
211. of 20a-20l. are NOR gates, and these are for producing the control signal for driving two or more photo cells 
1a-1l. with the shift registers 4a-4f per piece. 25 is a control signal input terminal which inputs the control signal for 
changing a reading consistency. Moreover, 10a, 10b, and 22a and 22b are analog switches changed so that the signal 
from the above-mentioned photo cells 1 a-11, may be made to output selectively. In addition, drawing 2 is timing- 
chart drawing showing the signal wave form of each part of a circuit shown in drawing 1 . 
[0012] Next, actuation is explained. First, the start pulse SI as shown in drawing 2 from the exterior, and a clock 
pulse CLK are supplied to the shift register group 4 as usual. If shift register 4a is started by the start pulse SI, as 
shown in drawing 2 , the output will be inputted into channel select switch 3a through NOR gate 21a and AND gate 
20a, will turn this ON, and will take out the signal from photo-cell 1a to signal-line 7a. Other shift registers 4b-4f 
carry out sequential starting, and output the signal from each photo cells 1 fc>—11. to signal lines 7a and 7b. [ as well as 
the conventional example ] 
[0013] One of the output signals at this time, for example, shift register 4b, makes channel select switch 3b turn on 
through NOR gate 21c and AND gate 20b. Moreover, other one of the outputs of shift register 4b makes channel 
select switch 3c turn on through NOR gate 21c and AND gate 20c. 
[0014] If control signal"H" is now inputted into the control signal input terminal 25, a picture signal as changed to 
timing as analog switches 10a, 10b, 22a, and 22b show to drawing 2 , consequently shown in the image output 
terminal 11 by 16 dot [/mm ] the consistency of reading at drawing 2 will be outputted. Moreover, if control 
signal"L" is inputted, analog switch 10a will always be turned on, consequently a picture signal will be outputted to 
the image output terminal 11 by 8 dot [/mm ] the consistency of reading of the one half of photo-cell 1a - the 
above-mentioned 11, of the whole. 
[0015] That is, in case the photo cells 1 a-11, on Sensor IC take out an output picture signal outside, they can make 
a part thin out and output with a control signal, although total is always operating. Therefore, the voltage level of a 
picture signal becomes always fixed, the configuration of a latter image-processing circuit is the same as before, 
and a response becomes possible. 
[0016] In addition, in the above-mentioned example, the above-mentioned example is easy also for carrying out in 8 
dots/mm which applies 16 dots/mm of two outputs to reverse, and has twice as many output voltage level as this in 
it to obtain a high SN ratio. 
[0017] Moreover, although it was 8 dots /and mm and 16 dots/mm of changes in the above-mentioned example, it is 
applicable by the principle same also as 4 dots /, mm, 8 dots /of changes to mm, and 16 dots /and mm and 32 
dots /also of changes to mm. 
[0018] 
[Effect of the Invention] As mentioned above, that according to this invention it is started by the start signal and 
the current which each photo cell outputs should be outputted from a picture signal output terminal through a signal 
line common to sequential By setting each channel select switch by the period of a clock pulse one by one, having 
ON and the shift register group which carries out off control, and receiving the control signal into which an analog 
switch is inputted from the outside From the above-mentioned photo cell, the current outputted to the above- 
mentioned picture signal output terminal is changed selectively, and is outputted, and since it constituted so that a 
reading consistency might be made to control, it is effective in what can perform reading by the consistency doubled 
with a user's utilization conditions being obtained. 

[Translation done.] 
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 
[Drawing 1] It is the circuit diagram showing the sensor IC by one example of this invention. 
[Drawing 2] It is the timing chart showing the signal of each part of a circuit in the sensor IC of this invention. 
[Drawing 3] It is the circuit diagram showing the conventional sensor IC. 
[Description of Notations] 
la—II. Photo cell 
3a-3l. Channel select switch 
4 Shift Register Group 
7af 7b Signal line 
10a Analog switch 
11 Picture Signal Output Terminal 

[Translation done.] 
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